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NEW QUESTION: 1
A case management clinical pathway for congestive heart failure might include all of the
following except:
A. client education regarding medication use.
B. insurance review for reimbursement.
C. a nutritional consult for diet review and accommodation.
D. physician follow-up appointments with transportation.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Clinical pathways include maps of care outcomes to be achieved prior to discharge or
movement through a health care system. Insurance review for reimbursement is a function of
an outside agency from the health care provider related to the amount of expected monetary
compensation for services rendered to a client.CoordinatedCare

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Transformer
B. Report Studio
C. Framework Manager
D. TM1 URL API
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option K
C. Option J
D. Option B
E. Option E
F. Option M
G. Option C
H. Option N
I. Option I
J. Option L
K. Option F
L. Option D
M. Option H
N. Option G
Answer: B
Explanation:
Roll back is controlled by the RESTORE statement through the [ RECOVERY | NORECOVERY ]
options:
NORECOVERY specifies that roll back not occur. This allows roll forward to continue with the
next statement in the sequence.
References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/restore-statementstransact-sql

NEW QUESTION: 4
John Adams is an HR partner in the ACME organization. ACME IT wants to limit access to HR
servers to a set of designated IP addresses to minimize malware infection and unauthorized
access risks. Thus, the gateway policy permits access only from John's desktop which is
assigned a static IP address 10.0.0.19.
He has received a new laptop and wants to access the HR Web Server from anywhere in the
organization. The IT department gave the laptop a static IP address, but that limits him to
operating it only from his desk. The current Rule Base contains a rule that lets John Adams
access the HR Web Server from his laptop with a static IP (10.0.0.19).
He wants to move around the organization and continue to have access to the HR Web Server.
To make this scenario work, the IT administrator:
1) Enables Identity Awareness on a gateway, selects AD Query as one of the Identity Sources,
and installs the policy.
2) Adds an access role object to the Firewall Rule Base that lets John Adams access the HR Web
Server from any machine and from any location and installs policy.
John plugged in his laptop to the network on a different network segment and was not able to
connect to the HR Web server. What is the next BEST troubleshooting step?
A. Install the Identity Awareness Agent
B. After enabling Identity Awareness, reboot the gateway
C. Set static IP to DHCP
D. Investigate this as a network connectivity issue
Answer: C
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